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Abstract 

          Throughout the world in the evolutionary sequence some say including E.B. Tylor. M.H. 

Morgan, McLenan said that matriarchy came first then came patriarchy. But Henry Maine said 

there was never a stage called matriarchy it was only patriarchy. Throughout the world 

patriarchy found. It is almost universal and India is no exception to it. It has been a society of 

strong tradition besides a majority of the population believes in the conservating the tradition. 

Patriarchy being the tradition is still found throughout the country. It is a male dominating and 

son preference country. Patriarchy presents the roles of men and women in different forms. Men 

are subjected to be dominant, protector, and leader whereas, women are made for the 

maintenance of household work, raising children and fulfilling wishes of family members. Thus, 

it is important to understand the feminist theories that would help in addressing the unequal and 

oppressive gender relations. 
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Introduction 

               Male dominated societies are found throughout the world since long. Cultural 

Evolutionalist E.B. Tylor, G.H. Morgan and J.F.Mclenan said that matriarchy came first their 

came patriarchy. However Henry Maine advocated that matriarchy never came into existence it 

was always Patriarchy. Patriarchy has three other aspects that are patriliny, patrinymy and 
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patrilocality. Patriarchy refers to power and authority possessed by me, as father, son, brother or 

husband or in any other role. Patrilyny means all traits of inheritance passed through the male 

line that is from father to son. 

           Patrinymy means the son gets father name, the wife also gets husband‟s name. 

Patrilocality means the son after marriage lives with his father. Throughout the world patriarchy 

has been prevalent hence it is universal in nature. In India patriarchy is found widely and is 

intentionally preserved as a strong tradition. It has given rise to large scale exploitation of 

women in various forms. To end this exploitation several programmes has been initiated by the 

government as well as the civil society. The feminist theories have provided the real impetus 

towards achieving gender equality. In this paper, I will be dealing with various feminist theories 

and will analyze its applicability for Indian women.      

          Feminist theory mainly focuses on experience and viewpoint towards women without 

focussing towards male. This leads to giving light on to the social problems and issues that were 

earlier overlooked or not identified by the historical male dominant perspective. Some people 

have wrong perspective regarding feminist theory that it exclusively focus on women. But in 

reality it has always been viewing the society in a way that does not support inequality, injustice 

and oppression. It has mainly focussed on the interactions and experiences within the society.      

Some of the feminist theory also provides an analytical framework to see how women 

experience of social situations is different from men. 

          Feminist theory is founded on three main principles (Huilman 2002): 

1 Women have something valuable to contribute to every aspect of the world. 

2. As an oppressed group, women have been unable t 

o achieve their potential, receive rewards,   or gain full participation in society. 

3. Feminist research should do more than critique, but should work toward social transformation. 

Feminist approaches:   

           Feminists approaches came in the 1950s and 1960s.There are many such   

approaches, here I will be dealing with four approaches: Feminist Liberalism, feminist 

essentialism, feminist socialist, feminist postmodernism (Kachuck 1995). 
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 Feminist Liberalism: 

                 In India, the rights arguments encounter more varied norms consistent with their 

national constitutions. Indian feminists claim women's rights as individuals to, for example, 

education, and pay equity. Kachuck (1995) and land control (Agarwal 1994, cf. Kachuck(1995). 

But legitimacy of personal authority goes against the conception of individual within family and 

kinship networks, where they have to consider others expectations and meet responsibilities to 

them. (Karlekar1988, cf.Kachuck (1995). Within those networks‟ rights have been understood in 

association with status positions, generally privileging men over women, some men over other  

men, and some women over other women. Outside the networks similar understandings regulate 

relationship between, for instance, land owner and landless labourer and higher and lower caste 

members. The relationship can seem part of the natural social order, of tradition which is beyond 

questioning (Agarwal 1994; 58-59, cf.Kachuck 1995). 

                  The liberal feminist‟s solution is to improve women's access to the 'public' realm. 

They demand state protection of women's rights as individuals to determine their lives, thereby 

becoming the equals of men .US liberals assume, as their Indian counterparts do, that women 

choose between careers and full time family life for personal reasons (Singh1990, cf.Kachuck 

(1995). The assumptions disregard myriad pressures and over generalize the choice of middle 

class women with income from a spouse for economic equality with men resonates across class, 

as in Tamil Nadu women's call for equal wages for 'coolie' work. 

                  At best, feminist liberals promise equal numbers of women and men in gendered 

road-classed levels-not a great prospect for women who sew garments in sweatshops in the US 

or break stones in India. 

Feminist Essentialism   

                 Another school of feminist thought rejects the liberals‟ claim that women and men 

possess the same epistemological resource, the transcendent mind. Instead it locates an aspect of 

females which makes them essentially different from males. The female perceives reality in 

terms of unities. Her rational mind is embodied, has feelings and is engaged with, not in 

opposition to, other persons and things. Those feminists celebrate aspects of the human being 

which have been deprecated and ascribed to women. 
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                 The theme of essential womanhood emerges in various forms. The prominent 

variations that originate in the US, one in France, and one in India. Gilligan (1982) in the US 

valorizes women‟s morality, contesting the historical verity of their defective ethical sense. She 

targets psychology‟s pre-eminent stage theorist‟s .Freud Piaget, and particularly her Harvard 

professor, Kohlberg, for claiming that women do not attain men‟s level of moral reasoning.  

               The similarity of her inquiry process and theirs is notable. Like them, she assumes an 

invariant sequence of development biologically and socially programmed, and relies on 

interview evidence. But Kohlberg had identified women‟s deficiencies after establishing norms 

based on interviews with males- a common practice is psychology. Gilligan reversed that 

procedure. She developed norms by studying women, then investigated females‟ and males 

„moral reasoning. Her conclusion: her predecessors confused men‟s notions of morality with 

human values. Women possess an ethic of care, which peaks when they consider their own 

needs as well as others. In contrast, boys and men reason from rules that permit no exceptions 

for individual‟s needs. Although Gilligan‟s Sita-like figure survive to acknowledge her needs a 

alongside Rama‟s, the characterization of dedication to another offers a strikingly similar female 

model. It provides an alternative to psychology‟s male, not a challenge to its construction. 

(cf.Fraser and Nicholson 1990). 

 

              Ruddick (1989, cf.Kachuck (1995) attributes women‟s caring to their maternal 

experience, which generate maternal thinking. It does not necessarily entail physical childbirth. 

She argues that anyone who does what mothers do cares for young children and prepares them 

for social acceptability, has an epistemological resource for developing maternal thinking. Thus, 

everyone is a potential maternal thinker.  

           Unlike Gilligan, she takes her arguments to a political level to include men rather than 

offering an alternative model of morality. In maternal thinking she sees a route to world peace. 

To reach that point, she argues men to share child care with women, thereby becoming material 

thinkers. 

           In India, Shiva (1988, cf.Kachuck (1995) develops an eco feminist account of women‟s 

caring, associating their tendency to preserve life with their tendency to preserve life with their 
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use of natural products. Her analysis of the economy centres on ecological concerns, the 

destruction of resources women need to find and care for their families. She shows how 

corporations clearing land for factories to produce products for export destroy forest products, 

wrecking women‟s subsistence economy. But her women are not willing victims. She offers a 

model of women‟s subsistence economy. But her women are not willing victims. She offers a 

model of women‟s activism in response to threats against their life-sustaining work. In the 

Chipko campaign, mostly women hugged trees to prevent men from chopping them down for a 

factory, the monitored the use of the forest. The extent, to which such campaign can affect 

national and global policies on the environment and poverty, Shiva‟s larger goal, is an open 

question. 

            More commonly Indian feminist deployed assumptions of women inherit caring function 

as an ideology that impedes their full human development. Thus, essays on education critique 

practices that socialize girls for dedication to family service (Chanana 1988, cf.Kachuck 1995). 

This puts them in opposition to calls for women‟s devotion to families as their national identity 

(Jain 1993, cf.Kachuck 1995) and to Indian psychoanalysis functionalism. The Sita and 

Draupadi ideals of female self-denial, assumed to create boundaries for women in both 

traditional and modern sectors in India (Kakar1988, cf.Kachuck 1995), are shown to be harmful 

and changeable norms. 

Feminist Socialists 

             Feminists‟ socialists view the essentialist and radical feminists‟ definitions of patriarchy 

as generative of human oppression as being anti-theoretical. However, many unanswered 

questions have stimulated them to revise their Marxism so as to account for gender, something 

which Marx ignored. They want sexuality and gender relations included in analysis of society. 

Thus, they reject the doctrine expressed in Lenin‟s(1934:101) rebuke to Clara Zetkin for 

permitting discussions of sexual and family matters instead of focussing on the class struggle. 

              Both socialist and Marxist feminists agree that humans are defined by their production 

120 of the means of their existence. Both see humans, not as liberals do, differentiated from 

animals by their rational capacity, but as biological beings in a continual process of praxis to 

solve problems of existence. Work is considered the essence of humanness, changing in form as 
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people perceive new needs, devise ways to satisfy them, and develop appropriate social 

relations. 

                  Unlike liberalism which assumes we have already attained our evolutionary peak by 

conceptualizing transcendent reason. Marxism projects two more stages. It sees in capitalist class 

struggle the setting for a final synthesis of the contradiction in capitalism: technology to satisfy 

human needs has reached a high point, but most benefits accrue to the few who own the means 

of production through their exploitation of the workers who actually produce goods. It is 

assumed that if the workers seized the means of production, they would reap the benefits and 

continue to develop technology. In the new system of ownership, benefits would be sharpen 

equitably because thinking would change. Instead of the competitive epistemology generated by 

capitalism, the socialist economy would. Stimulate cooperative thought and social relation. This 

would bring history to the last stage of progress, a communist society where work and leisure are 

creative activists. 

            Classical Marxism envisions a second stage liberation of women and it comes after 

capitalism in eliminated. Marxist and socialist feminism part ways here. Their disagreement 

revolves around definitions of women‟s domestic labour and everything they do at home. Both 

see this activity as providing capitalists with profits extracted from congealed labour, invisible 

but necessary to the economy. This analysis strikes a chord in many women, as it argues that 

their undervalued daily tasks of cleaning, cooking and nurturing are crucial to reproducing the 

labour force, energizing adults and producing a new generation of workers. Despite experiencing 

discomfort with the implication that giving birth and rearing children is equivalent to producing 

objects, chairs or spoons, the labour involved takes on a new significant. 

              For Marxist feminist, domestic labour products use value since its products are 

consumed within the family; the economy outside products with exchange valour produced. 

Their answer to what they call „the women question‟ is to bring women into the public labour 

force, make them available to learn class consciousness and join the struggle to hasten the arrival 

of socialism. At that point their domestic labour would be socialized, and therefore would be real 

work. Each step is seen as dissolving the separation of public and private realms (Zaretsky 1973, 

cf.Kachuck 1955) 
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Feminist Postmodernism 

             Feminist theorizing is postmodern in its rejection of the enlightment fundamental 

proposition: the assumption of a self-abstracted from its contingencies (body, emotion, and 

social location) Knowing universal laws of nature. 

            A postmodernism main feature by a feminist proponent, Flax (1990), enables a 

comparison with other feminist view. Most generally stated it abjures the enlightment‟s ground 

for explaining human experience and promising human progress. Rejecting the belief in a 

rational self-functioning, according to universal laws, postmodernism denies that science and its 

philosophy can provide an objective, reliable foundation for knowledge. 

          Truth claims of Marxism, humanism, religion and feminism are seen as bids of power.  

Among Indian feminists, postmodernism may be perceived equivocally. Its rejection of a 

dominant centre is consistent with their own rejection of the idea of negotiating a space for 

Indians within feminism which presumes that feminism is western (Kumar 1993:195). Kumar 

claims for Indian feminists a kind of Universalisation of which Western feminism is one stream 

and Indian feminism another, a claim discredited by postmodernism. 

             Among US feminists, postmodernism is highly controversial. Some embrace the 

emphasis on discourse as a process of creating subjects and the meaning of experience. Others 

see a threat not only to feminist but also to other previously silenced groups now redefining 

themselves as subjects.  

              Postmodernism critique of science, on the other hand are shared by feminists Harding 

(1986) denounces the androcentric bias in services „context of discovery of problems to study 

hierarchical production systems, definition of concepts, collection and interpretation of data and 

justificatory strategies. None the less she accepts feminist‟s empiricism for its strategic value. 

               Harding prefers a feminist standpoint to produce knowledge. It is grounded in women‟s 

subjugated position, mediated by analysis of masculine domination and a search for a successor 

to enlighten science. Researchers treat women as subjects, not objects of inquiry as in empiricist 
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methodology. This, she argues, provides the possibility of more complete and less perverse 

understanding. An example is the women health movement. She points to its use of data from 

women‟s perspective which makes its finding more reliable than those emanating from men; 

their dominant social positions explain harmful conclusions.  

              To summarize the review presented above, feminist liberalism identifies women as a 

class entitled to rights as women, but leaves economic and social structure intact, with no way to 

redress inequitable distributions of social goods among women and men. The essentialist useful 

attention to hitherto unappreciated qualities of women is gravely flawed by     to notice artefacts 

of their status in a patriarchal society. 

                Feminist socialism seems the most promising of the theory reviewed. It overcomes the 

limitations of the others. The postmodern provide important cautions against privileging. Some 

women at the expense of others. When they insist on prohibiting all truth claims as equal threats 

of dominance, Women‟s demands for relief from oppression can only be seen as no more 

justified than that of their oppressors. The critical review of feminist theories argue that each has 

merits and limitations; some with more of one than the other. 

 

Feminist Theory and Indian women 

              In India by and large Liberal feminism has been implemented. Women are getting 

enough opportunity both education and employment. They are found in each and every sphere 

occupying important positions. However, the patriarchal structure and its dominance have 

maintained a status quo. It has not changed, people have not forgotten the typical Karwa Chauth 

ritual and Vat Savitri ritual. In both the ritual husband longevity is sought. The concept of „Pati 

Parmeshwar is‟ still there in some way or the other (Dube, 1990). 

               There has been large scale violent exploitation against women including rape, 

molestation, and domestic violence. It also includes harassment at workplace, cheating, 

elopement, defacing with acid attacks and all types of nefarious activities. However, in the 

middle class families extreme patriarchy is not found campaign mode. It has to go into the action 

mode. So that women may find some relief. 
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